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How to deal with colored noises of GOCE (Gravity field and steady e state Ocean Circu-
lation Explorer) satellite has been the key to data processing. This paper focused on
colored noises of GOCE gradient data and the frequency spectrum analysis. According to
the analysis results, gravity field model of the optimal degrees 90e240 is given, which is
recovered by GOCE gradient data. This paper presents an iterative Wiener filtering method
based on the gravity gradient invariants. By this method a degree-220 model was calcu-
lated from GOCE SGG (Satellite Gravity Gradient) data. The degrees above 90 of ITG2010
were taken as the prior gravity field model, replacing the low degree gravity field model
calculated by GOCE orbit data. GOCE gradient colored noises was processed by Wiener
filtering. Finally by Wiener filtering iterative calculation, the gravity field model was
restored by space-wise harmonic analysis method. The results show that the model's
accuracy matched well with the ESA's (European Space Agency) results by using the same
data.
© 2015, Institute of Seismology, China Earthquake Administration, etc. Production and
hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
GOCE (Gravity field and steady e state Ocean Circulation
Explorer) is a gravity satellite used to inverse static higher-
degree gravitational field, the gravitational gradient data is
the most basic data observed by the gradiometer [1,2].
Compared with other observations, gradient data is more
sensitive to high frequency signal in gravitational field, so theR.).
ute of Seismology, China
er on behalf of KeAi
na Earthquake Administr
ss article under the CC BYGOCE gravity gradient observations for calculating the high
degree of gravitational field model time play an important
role. Since the instrument flaws, gradiometers cannot give
full-band signals with high accuracy, only the observations
with frequency between 0.005 Hz and 0.1 Hz can meet the
required precision level; if the frequency is beyond that re-
gion, especially in the low-frequency range, a lot of colored
noises are contained [3]. Thus how to filter the gravityEarthquake Administration.
ation, etc. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi
-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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data, the reason is it is unlikely to inverse the full-band
gravitational field model by observations with limited
frequency spectrum signals. How to effectively reduce the
influence of low-frequency noise is one of the most
important jobs for GOCE data processing.
At present, GOCE data processing is mainly divided into
three methods: time-wise method, space-wise method and
direct method. Rummel [4] pointed out that space-wise (SPW)
approach time domain method (TIM) and direct method (DIR)
should be used to restore the earth gravity field model
respectively; Reguzzoni [5] used Wiener filter to deal with
some simulated gradiometer observations and achieved
degree 200 gravity field model by making use of the space-
wise least square method; Migliaccio [6] proposed that
before the model was restored by space-wise method,
Wiener filter could be used to filter gradient observation data
along the orbit, and he gave an iterative method based on
Wiener filter; Schuh [3] studied the processing effects of
GOCE SGG measurement when dealing with the colored
noises by using ARMA time-wise filtering method and
Toeplitz linear equations, providing reference for GOCE SGG
colored noises data processing; Migliaccio [7] used wiener
filtering method to deal with SGG data based on two-month
SST and SGG data obtained by GOCE, also the energy
conservation law was used, and finally degree 210 gravity
field model was established by space-wise least squares
method.
Pail [8,9] obtained the first independent GOCE degree 224
gravity field model by time-wise least squares, and pointed
out that it was possible to restore the earth gravity fieldmodel
independently by using ARMA filter with GOCE observation
data, demonstrating the reliability of GOCE observation data.
Brockman [10] used EIGEN-5c as background field of GOCE
gradient observations, passing the gradient data through FIR
band-pass filter, then used ARMA filtering to cope with the
filtered data, at last, degree 240 gravity field model was
achieved by time-wise least squares method. The basic idea
of time-wise method is to whiten the colored noises by
ARMA filter, then calculate by time-wise least squares to get
the gravity field model [11]; space-wise method mainly
focuses on Wiener filtering to deal with colored noises, and
then grids the gradient observations after filtering. At last, a
harmonic analysis by numerical integration is used to derive
the geopotential coefficients [12]. The DIR is a fusion
method. Both the colored noise and gravity signal out of the
observation band are filtered. And then the gravity signal
out of observation band is supplied by the background field.
The colored noise in the observation band is whiten by
ARMA filter [13]. ESA official models mainly adopt the above
three methods.
The TIM and DIR methods are both based on least squares
using full normal equations [14]. The calculation of the huge
matrix is complicated and needs a long time. In the space-
wise approach, the spherical grid of gravity gradient is
calculated at the average orbit altitude. So the harmonic
analysis by numerical integration can be used to derive the
geopotential coefficients which avoids the calculation of
huge matrix. The speed of space-wise approach is muchfaster than the other two methods. But the result is
influenced by the accuracy of attitude [15]. In this paper,
gravity gradient invariants are introduced in the space-wise
approach to reduce the influence of attitude error.
Yu Jinhai [16,17] introduced another way to restore the
Earth's gravitational field by the use of gravity gradient data,
which was to construct gravity gradient invariants, and set up
boundary conditions about the disturbance potential on this
basis, so the harmonic analysis method could be used to
restore the gravity field, avoiding the large-equation calcula-
tion. ThenWanXiaoyun [18] applied FIR band-pass filter when
it came to the invariant gradient. For observation signals
outside the band, EGM2008 was used to supplement. This
article introduced the Wiener filter into the calculation of
gravity gradient invariants, and restored the gravity field
model by iterative computation with Wiener filtering
method. The method to restore the earth's gravity field
model in the high-degree part fully reflected GOCE gradient
data recovery ability of the gravity field model. Finally, the
results were compared with the figures released by the ESA
(European Space Agency), verifying the feasibility of the
method.2. Model recovery by invariant algorithm
Using the invariant method to calculate the Earth's gravi-
tational field is mainly based on the following boundary value
problem [3]:
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where T is disturbing potential, DT is Laplace operator, fM is
the earth gravitational constant, S is the average sphere of the
satellite orbit (radius is equal to r), DB is the invariant distur-
bance which can be calculated by the observation and normal
potential:
DB ¼ B B0 (2)
B and B0 in the equation above correspond to the invariants of
gravitational potential v and normal potential V respectively,
which can be represented as:
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v2xy þ v2yz þ v2xz

B0 ¼ VxxVyy þ VyyVzz þ VzzVxx 

V2xy þ V2yz þ V2xz
 (3)
B can be obtained through the observation data; B0 were
calculated by normal gravitational potential, thus the DB will
be obtained. So the disturbance T is expressed by the spherical
harmonic series as the following:
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Based on the orthogonality of the harmonic functions, the
following equations will be established:
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standardized associated Legendre functions, q and l are the
value of latitude and longitude. According to the formula (5),
integrating the radial gradient of global disturbing gravityTrr,
and model's coefficients would be settled.
3. Wiener filter
Reference [3] proposed that Wiener filter could be used to
deal with SGG data of GOCE satellite along the orbit. The
basic principle of Wiener filter is that if gradient tensor
value of disturbing gravity and noise value are known, then
the filter can be designed to reduce noise. Disturbing gravity
observations along the track can be expressed as:
yðtÞ ¼ sðtÞ þ vðtÞ (6)
where s(t) represents the signal of actual gravity gradient,
while v(t) represents colored noises among the observations.
With the principle of minimum mean square error, the esti-
mated value of the signal of gravity gradient observation can
be achieved:
s
_ðtÞ ¼ CssðCss þ CvvÞ1yðtÞ ¼ F1

SsðfÞ
SsðfÞ þ SvðfÞYðfÞ

(7)
Among them, Css and Cvv are the covariance matrix of
gravity gradient signal, Ss(f), Sv(f) are the power spectrum of
gravity gradient signal and noise signal respectively, Y(f) is the
Fourier transformed value of y(t), which represents the gravity
gradient observation along the GOCE orbit.
YðfÞ ¼ FFT½yðtÞ (8)
f is the frequency. Wiener filter can be expressed as
SsðfÞ
SsðfÞ þ SvðfÞ (9)
The estimated error value in Eq. (7) is e
_ðtÞ ¼ s_ðtÞ  sðtÞ, the
covariance can be expressed as
CbebeðtÞ ¼ F1

SsðfÞSvðfÞ
SsðfÞ þ SvðfÞ

(10)
Among them, t is the time interval. Therefore, the filtered
observation data through Wiener filter can be described by
using isotropic covariance function in the space domain, and
gravity field model can be calculated by harmonic analysis
method with filtered data directly.Fig. 1 e Noise power spectral density (PSD).4. Numerical experiments
The along-orbit gradient data SGG-l2 of GOCE satellite from
November 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 were used in thispaper, as well as the satellite ephemeris data SST-l2,
amounting to 5270400 epoch with an interval of one second,
and the GOCE l2 data released from ESA HPF (GOCE High-level
Processing Facility). Before gravity field model was calculated,
gross errors in gradient and ephemeris data were detected,
and the systematic error was calibrated. Because the ephem-
eris data were not directly involved in the model, this paper
used reduced dynamic orbit ephemeris directly. For the gross
errors among SGG data, it would lead to discontinuity of
observation data if they were excluded directly, not easy for
filter processing. Therefore, gradient observations were
interpolated in the epochswith gross errors in the paper. After
the filtering phase, observation epochs with gross errors
would be removed from the data.4.1. Spectrum analysis of GOCE gradient data
GOCE gradient data contains colored noises, and statistical
properties of these noises directly affect the filtering results.
To study the statistical properties of the noise among GOCE
gradient data, first degree 360 of EGM2008were used to act as a
reference model. And the difference between GOCE in-situ
gradient observations and model's gradient performed as the
reference noise. After the spectrum analysis of the reference
noise was made, noise power spectrum PSD (Power Spectral
Density) was obtained, which was shown in Fig. 1. It could be
seen from the diagram that observation noise throughout the
spectrum was colored, and they were mainly concentrated
among the long-wave part. Power spectral density peaked in
the orbit cycle (1/5383 Hz). Gravity gradient component
Vxx,Vyy,Vzz,Vxz in MBW (measurement band width)
observation frequency were at the same accuracy level,
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components for two magnitudes. That was why two
components Vxy,Vyz were not used to restore the earth
gravity field model. In this paper, invariants were calculated
by Vxy,Vyz, which were achieved from EGM2008 model
instead of the original observations.
Due to the low-frequency noises of gravity gradiometer,
the long-wave information of the gravitational field could not
be reflected. If full-band gravity field model need to be
restored, the low-degree part of the gravity fieldmodel have to
be calculated by SST (satellite-to-satellite tracking) data.
In order to study frequency band signal of GOCE observa-
tions, 61-day gravity gradient tensor data of GOCE along the
orbit were used in this paper based on the first degree 360 of
EGM2008. Satellite orbit data were from sophisticated
ephemeris of GOCE, with coordinate precision of about 2 cm
and average satellite orbit height of 255.229 km, average orbit
cycle of 5383 s, sampling rate of 1 Hz. Coefficients of gravity
field model with degree 2e36, 37e90, 91e150, 151e240,
241e360 were calculated by the gradient data respectively,Fig. 2 e The power spectral density (PSD) of disturbing gravityand energy distribution of corresponding gradient tensor in
MBW was shown below.
From Fig. 2, it can be seen that almost all gravity gradient
signals of the first degree 27 are outside the observation
spectrum. With the degree increases, the spectrum signals
of disturbing gravity gradient begin to move towards the
high frequency part; gradient signals of disturbing gravity
after degree 90 mainly concentrate within the observation
spectrum, but the low-frequency part still contains
disturbing gravity gradient signal. Energy of the disturbing
gravity gradient within the observation frequency band is
statistical shown in Table 1. With the increase of the
coefficient degree, the energy of the disturbing gravity
gradient decreases accordingly, while the proportion of
frequency band energy of the observations gradually
increases, which means that fusion in the frequency
domain, the higher degree are, the greater contribution
gradient data will make. Magnitude of the disturbing gravity
gradient after degree 240 is lower than the observation
noise. So, if the higher degree gravity field model need to begradient along the orbit with different coefficient degree.
Table 1 e The component Vzz's energy ratio of different
degree in Gravity field model.
Model
deg
Total
energy(mE)
MBW
energy(mE)
MBW energy
ratio(%)
2e36 41.156 1.8109 4.4
37e90 19.686 9.3116 47.3
91e150 4.1892 2.72717 65.1
151e240 0.51393 0.35619 69.3
241e360 0.01813 0.01619 88.9
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be improved or the new observation data should be
introduced.Fig. 4 e Degree variance of the EGM2008 and iterative
Wiener filtering calculation results.4.2. Iterative Wiener filtering method
The basic process of iterative Wiener filtering method is
shown in Fig. 3. First, SST data are used to calculate the low-
degree-part gravity field model; then the low part of the
gravity field model will act as a priori model to do the
“remove-recovery” work; then the low-degree-part of the
gravity field model will act as a priori model to remove and
recover the low frequency signal when dealing with gravity
gradients. A Wiener filter along the orbit is applied to remove
the colored noise; the filtered data will be deduced to a
spherical grid at the average orbital altitude [19]. The space-
wise method needs global grid data to restore the earth
gravity field model, and there is about 6.7area without data
in polar. In this paper, the data was filled by the first 360 of
EGM2008 [20]. Finally, harmonic analysis method was used to
calculate the coefficients of earth gravity field. Wiener filter
can lead to attenuation of gravity gradient signal when it is
used to reduce the noise; if in the process of “remove-
recovery” work higher degree prior gravity field model is
introduced in, reducing the signal through the filter can
preserve the real gravity gradient signal better, yet the joint
of a high degree prior gravity field model will also lead to loss
of GOCE SGG data, making the results tend to assemble the
priori model. In order to further improve the filtering
accuracy, in this paper, iterative method was adopted; the
previous calculated model would work as a priori gravity
field model; then through “remove-recovery” technology,
gravity field model would continue to be calculated.ITG2010
(SST) SGG
Harmonic
analysis
Low-order
gravity field
model
-
Wiener
filter
Reduction
of grid
data
Fig. 3 e The process of space-wise method to restore th4.3. Result analysis
This paper mainly focused on the recovery of earth gravity
field model by GOCE gradient data, and GOCE SST data were
not used to recover low-degree gravity field model directly,
thus the SST data only provided information about the posi-
tion and rotation matrix. In this paper, the first degree 90 of
ITG2010 were used as the prior gravity field model. And the
latter degree 90 of gravity field model fully reflected mea-
surement results of GOCE gradient data. Gravity fieldmodel of
ITG_90_GOGM obtained by 5 iterations was compared with
EGM2008 and the results were shown in Fig. 4.It can be seen that the low accuracy of the degree 27 is
mainly due to the fact that there is still a loud noise outside
the observation spectrum in the gradient data. The gravity
field model in this part usually adopt SST data directly instead
of gradient data. The accuracy of the degrees above 90 of the
modelmatcheswell with the ESA's results by using the data of
the same period, which are named go_cons_gcf_2_spw_r1 and
go_cons_gcf_2_spw_r1. From the experimental results, it can
be seen that invariant algorithm can be used in GOCE data
process. The iterative Wiener filtering method works well in
space-wise approach.Harmonic
analysis
Out put the
potential
coefficients
+ The finalmodel
e earth gravity field model based on Wiener filter.
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First, author analyzes the statistical data characteristics of
GOCE gradient noise, and according to the SNR of GOCE and
energy distribution in the observation band, the optimal
recovered order number of the earth gravity field model was
given when GOCE gradient data were used.
This paper introduced a kind of iterative Wiener filtering
method based on the gravity gradient invariants; considering
the low accuracy of low frequency signal from GOCE gradient
data, “remove-recovery” processing was applied before
Wiener filter was used. By “remove-recovery” processing, the
accuracy of signal was improved through Wiener filter. The
former result acted as the prior model. Repeating the
“remove-recovery” processing, the accuracy was further
improved. The gravity field model was restored by iterative
Wiener filter method based on the gravity gradient invariants
with first 90 degrees of ITG2010 acting as the prior model. The
degrees 90e220 fully reflect the measurement accuracy of
GOCE gradient data, which reached the same level with ESA's
results of the same period. The experimental results show
that the iterativeWiener filteringmethod based on the gravity
gradient invariants present good practicability. This method
can be used in space-wise which avoids the calculation of
hugematrix, so it is much faster than the time-wise approach.
By introducing invariant algorithm, the errors of satellite
attitude can be ignored.
It should be pointed out that, the accuracy of the first 27
degrees of the model is poor in this paper. It is mainly due to
the low frequency noise of GOCE. Even though the Wiener
filter is used, the low frequency noise is still powerful out of
the MBW. In further work, more GOCE data will be used for a
new solution. In order to restore the first 90 degrees of the
gravity field information, both SST and SGG data should be
used in the further model.
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